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τest sp在ce在 are mathematícal structures that underlìe quantum logìcs in much 
t挂号 same way that HiI快rt space underlìes standard quantum logìc. 1n this 
paper, we give a coherent 辑ccount of the b创汇 theory of test spaces and show 
how they provide an infrastructure for the study of quant挂m logics. 1f L is the 
quantum 10喜ic for a physical syst毒犯民 then a support in L may 加 int.号rpreted
as the set of all propo军Îtions that are possibl苦 when 51' is in a certain state领 We
present 喜n analog for test s伊ces of the notion of a quantum-logìcal support and 
launch 在 study of the c\assification of s辑ppo川s.

1. INτRODUCTION 

丑ar1y ìn the development of quantum logic绳 it was hoped that ortho唰

modular lattic号s， or perhaps orthomodular pos古怪， would provid号 a mathe幡

然很ical basis for nonclassical probabìlity th号。ry in much the same way that 
sigma fields of sets provide a foundatìon for classical probability and 
statistics. lndeed, this tumed out to be true for the probabìlities associated 
wìth the measurement of variables that are neither compound nor sequen
tial. ln the classical case, the field product of sigma fields affords an 
appropriate formulation for probabilities associated with compound exper喃
lmen蚀， and it was antìcipated that an analogous con军truction could be 
found for the more general quantum logics. However, such a construction 
presents dìfficulties一-even if orthomodular posets are replaced by more 
general orthoalgebras瞿

ln retrospect, the difficulty is apparent even for orthodox quantum 
mechanics based on a Hilbert space Jt, where the standard quantum logíc 
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L is understood to be the complete orthomodular lattice of all projection 
operators on :K. In the passage from the w盯在 functions comprising :K to 
the logic L, one loses the phase information essential for dealing with 
sequential measurements. For an explicit discussion of this difficulty in 
connection with sequential Stern-Gerlach experiments, see Wright (1978). 
Mathematical structures that underlie general quantum logics in the same 
way that Hilbert space underlies standard quan凶m logic are required to 
resolve the di面culty. Among the structures that have been proposed for 
this purpose are man衍als (Randall and Foulis, 1973; Foulis and Randall, 
1978), spaces (Gerelle et al. , 1974), hypergraphs (Gudder et al吁 1986)， cover 
spaces (Gudder, 1986), generalized sample spαces (Kl孟y， 1988), and test 
spaces (Foulís, 1989). 

This paper may be regarded as a sequel to Foulis et al. (1 992) , 
henceforth abbreviated FGR-I. In FGR-I, we introduced the idea of a local 
filter F in an orthoalgebra L. If the el创立即1tS of L are regarded as 
propositions, then F may be vìewed as all propositions in L that are 
necessarily true und在r a specific set of circumstances，号.g吁 when the system 
under investigation is in a certain state. Thus, S山 {p εLjp'普F} may be 
regarded as all propositions in L that are possib/e under these circumstances. 
Such a subset S of L is called a support, a必， since F = {peL I p' ~S} ， the 
support S uniquely determines the local filter F. Hence, from a strictly 
mathematical point of view, it is a matter of indifference whether we focus 
attention on local filters or on supports in orthoalgebras. Our purpose in the 
present paper is to extend these considerations to the test spaces that 
underlie orthoalgebras, where it turns out to be more convenient to deal with 
supports than with local 负Iters. We begin by giving a coherent account of 
the basic theory of test spaces and th在ir relationship to orthoalgebras. 

2. DEFINmON OF AND HEURISτICS FOR TESτSPACES 

The classical mathematical theory of probability is traditionally based 
on the notion of a sample space X , which , for heuristic purposes, is usually 
regarded as the set of all mutually exclusive and exhaustive outcomes of a 
certain experiment, measurement, test, physical operation, or other well
defined, reproducible procedure 夕， τhe sample space X is conceived of as 
a mathem以ical represent以ion of f!J. Practical experimental programs, 
however, often involve more than one such procedure and, as a conse
quen饵， the sample X for such a program should 加 regarded as a unìon òf 
the outcome sets of these procedures. This leads us to the following 
definition: 

Definition 之 1. A test space is a pair (X, :Jï) consisting of a nonempty 
set X and a coll时tion :Jï of subsets of X satisfying the following conditions. 
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(i) (Covering) Each x εX belongs to at least one set Eι乡气
。i) (lrredundancy) If E, Fι'T and E s;;; F, then E = F. 
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If (X,!ï) is a test space, elements XEX are called outcomes, and sets 
EE !ï are called tests or operations. By abuse of notation, we often refer t。
"the test space X," when what we really mean is "the test space (X, !ï)." 
We refer to !ï as the quasimanual of tests or operations for the test space 
X. 

The heuristics for a test space X are as follows: 人 test E s;;; X may be 
thought of as the set of mutually exclusive and exhaustiv母 outcomes of a 
￥veIl幽de如碍， reproducible operation or procedure… in effect, E is a mathe楠

盟atical representation of the proc母dure. If E (衍， more accurately, the 
op在ration or procedure corresponding to E) is executed, then one and only 
one outcome XεE will be secur!母d as a cons吨出nce.

To help fix ideas, we consider th母 foIlowing examples: 

Example 2.2. Let :ft' be a Hilbert space (which may b母 thought of 部
the Hilbert space corresponding to a quantum mechanical 巧stem 9'). Let 
X := {tþ E:ft' 111 tþ 11 = 1} be the unit sphere in :ft', and let !ï b在 th牵制。f all 
maximal orthogonal subsets of X. Th邸， for the test space X, an outcome 
is a normalized vector in :ft' (which may be identified with a vector state for 
.S"), and a test is an orthonormal basis for :ft' (which may be thought of 前
representing a maximal observation on 9'). 

Example 2.3. Let (A, :F) be a Borel (or measurable) space; that is, a 
pair consisting of a nonempty set 八 and a σ-field :F of subsets of 八. (八
may be thought of as a classical sample space and ~ may be regarded as 
the set of all events for 八 in the sense of classical probabi1ity theory.) Let 
X be the set of all nonempty sets in :F and let !ï be the collection of all 
partitions of 八 into countably many sets in X. (A test Eι'T may be 
regarded as an experiment (Kolmogorov, 1956, p绵的 and the outcomes 
A EX may be viewed as outcomes of such experiments.] 

Example 2.4. Let L be an orthoalgebra (FGR-I). (L may be thought 
of as a set of propositions regarding a physical system. 9'.) Let X be the set 
of all nonzero elements in L, and let !ï be the co l1ection of all finite 
orthogonal partitions of I in L. 

The terminology in the next de负nition is suggested by the notion of an 
event in the classical theory of probability. 

Definition 之五 A subset A of a test space X is called an event if there 
exists a t吉st E s;;; X such that A s;;; E. We refer to such a test E as a test for 
A. The s伐。f al1 ev在nts for X is denoted by 8. 
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Suppose that A is an event for the test space X and let E s;;; X be a test 
for A. If E is executed and the outcome x eE is secured, w告 say that the 
event A occurs if xeA and that it nonoccurs if x~A. If E, F are both tests 
for the same ev告nt A , it is a matter of indifference whether E or F is 
executed in determining the occurrence or nonoccurrence of A. Thus, we 
may sp能主 of the occurrence or nonoccurrence of A without reference to 
the specific test involved. 

In what follows , we assume that X is a test space, :Y is the collection of 
all tests E s;;; X , and S is the collection of all events A s;;; X. 

3. THE CALCULUS OF EVENTS 

The introduction of suitablξoperations and relationships in S enables 
us to regard it as a ca\culus of ev在nts for the test space X. 

Definition 3.1. A col\ection of events {A ,. I C( e I} is said to be cot叩创精
ihle or simultaneously t;estahle if there exists a test E s;;; X such that A怨 s;;; E

for al1骂 ε I.

We note that {A ,. I Ct eI} is 在 compatible collection of events i佼 U旺I
A x is an event. 

Definition 3.2. Let A, CeC. If A and C are compatible eγents and 
A n C = ø, we say that A and C are orthogonal and write A J.. C. If A J.. C 
and A u C is a test、 we say that A and C are local complements of each 
other. 

Eγery event A has at least one local complement; indeed, if E is a test 
for A , then C:=E\ A is a local complement of A. As a consequence of the 
irredundancy condition in D苦finition 2.1 , a test E has on\y one \ocal 
comp\ement, name1y, the empty event ø. 

Definition 3.3. If A and B are events that share a common local 
complement C, we say that A and B are perspective with axis C and we 
write A - B. 

We note that, if A s;;; X is an event and E s;;; X is a test, then A -- E ì仔
A is a test. Similarly, A - ø ìff A = 豆~.

Lemma 3.4 (Cancellation Law). If A , B, CeS with A J.. C and B J.. C, 
then A uC - BuC 挣 A -B. 

Proof Jf D is an axis for A u C - B u C, then D u C is an axis for 
A -B. • 

Definition 3.5. Let A , BeS. We say that A imp/ies B and write A ::;; B 
if there is a finite sequence Co, CJ, C2 ••.•• C"eS such that A = Co, 
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B = C" , and, for every i = 1, 2, . . . ， n， 在ither Ci _ 1 s; Ci or Ci _ 1 - Ci . If 
A !5: B and B !5: A, we say that A and B are equivalent events and writ母
A =B. 

The relation !5: is reftexive and transitive on tf, that is, it is a: preorder 
on 8. Consequent1y, the re1ation 三 is an equiva1ence re1ation on 8. Also, 
if A s; X is an event and E s; X is a test, then 0 !二 A !5: E. We omit the 
simp1e proof of the next 1emma. 

Lemma 3.6. Let A s; X be an event and 1et E s; X be a test. Then: 
(i) A 坛 o => A =0. 

(ii) E !5: A 排 A is a test. 

Lemma 3. 立 Let A, B, A 飞 B' E8 and suppose that A' and B' are local 
comp1ements of A and B, respectively. Then 

A !5: B => B'!二 A'

Proof It will be enough to prove (i) A s; B => B' !5: A' and (ii) 
A-B 泪如 B' !5: A'. To prove (站， suppose 出at A s; B. Then B' s; B' u 
(B\ A) -A' 飞的th axis A; hence, B' !5: A'. To prove (ii), suppose A - B 
with axis C. Th在n B'..... C with axis B and C -- A' with axis A; hence. 
B' !5: A气黯

Example 3.左 The test space X:= 忡， b, c} for which th在勾盼到mar脱i
of tests is !T:= {怡，时，忡，叶，卡，时} is ca l1ed the little triangle. 

1n the little triangle, we note that {a} .l {c} and at the same time 
{a} -- {c} with axis {b}. Thus, we have both {a} 手 {c} and {α} .l {c} ， a 
situation which seems counterintuitive. This leads us to the following: 

Definition 3立 τhe test space X is said to be consistent if, for all 
A, C E8, A .1 C and A !5: C 排才拙 0.

1t is 号asy to s白白at X is consistent iff no nonempty ev苦nt in X implies 
any of its local complements. Al骂。， if X is consistent, then the 在quivalence

relation = on 8 is the transitive closure of the perspectivity relation - on 
8. 1n general , the relation - Îs not transitive on the calculus of events 8 , 
even for a consistent test space. When it is, we can also prove that 
perspectivity is additive in the following sense: 

Lemma 3.10 μdditivity Lemma). Suppòse that -- is a transitive rela
tion on 8 and let A , BI' B2E t! with A .l BI and A .l B2. Then 
BI-B2 排 Aυ B1-A uB2• 

Proof Let C 快 an axi主 for BI""" B2 and let P and Q be local 
complements of A u BI and A u 鸟， respectively. 了hen， A u P - C with axis 
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B, and C - A uQ with axis B2 ; h在nce ， A u P '" A u Q by transitìvity of -. 
By the cancellation law (Lemma 3.衔， it follows that p ,... Q wÎth axis, say, 
D. Thus, A u B1 ,... D with axis P and D - A U B2 with axis Q; hence, 
A u B] "" A U B2 by transitivity of '"晕.

4. ALGEBRAIC TEST SPACES 

If perspectivity preserves orthogonality in S , w悲 say that X is an 
algebraic te暗t space. More formaJly: 

Dφnition 4.1. The test space X is algebraic if, for all A , B, CeS with 
A - B. A .L C = B 牛c.

The test spaces ìn Examples 2.2…2.4 are algebraic.τhe simplest 
nonalgebraic test space is the litt)e tl如ngle (Example 3.8). 

Theorem 4.2. The fo l1owing conditions are mutually equiva)ent: 
(i) X is an 在1gebraic test space. 
(ii) If A , B, CeS, A :S; B, and B .L C, then A .L C. 
(iii) If A , B, CeS, A - B, and C is a local complement of A , then C 

is a local complement of B. 

Proof To prove 向=(岗， assume (i) and the hypotheses of (ii). 
Sinçe A :S; B, there is a s吨uence of events Ao , AI' 岛，. .嚼 ， An such that 
A '"笃 Ao ， B = An' and, for each k = 1, 2, . • • , n either Ak … I ç;; Ak or 
Ak 叩 I-Ak . If Ak 叩 I ç;; Ak and Ak 帽L C, it is cJear that Ak _ 1 .L C. If 
Ak_ 1 '" Ak and Ak .L C, then Ak … 1 .L C by (ì). Hence, A = Ao 唰LC by 
induction. To prove (ii) = (iii), assume (ii) and the hypotheses of(iii). Let 
D be the axis of the perspectivity A - B. Since B ，...才， we have B!三才， so, 
because A .L C, (ii) implies that B .L C. Let P be a local complement of 
B u C, so that C u P ,... D with axis B. From this, and the facts that D ,... C 
with axis A and P ç;; C u P , we have P ~二C. But C .L P , so (ii) implies 
P .L P; hence, P =泛 o and therefore C is a local ωmplement of B. That 
( iii) 精 (i) follows from the observatíon that if two events are orthogonal, 
then either event may be enlarged to a local complement of the other. • 

Corollary 4.3. If X is algebraic, then "" is transitiv号。n S. 

Proof Suppose A , B, P eS with B - A and A 叫 P. Let C be an axis 
for A '" P. By part (iii) of Theorem 4.2, C is a local complement of B; 
hen饵， B '" P with axis C. • 

Corollαry 4.ιIf X is algebraic, then X is consistent. 

Proof If A , C ecf with A :s; C and A 上 C， then A .L A by part (ii) of 
Theorem 4.2, hence, A = ø. • 
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Coro/lary 4.五 L母t X be alge braic and let A , B e tI. Then A :s; B iff there 
exists C etl with A ..L C and A u C '" B. 

Proof If A ..L C and A u C '" B, then A s;;;; A u C '" B, so A :s; B. Con
V吉rsely， suppose A :!二 B and let D be a local complement of B in tI. Then 
A ..L D by part (ii) of T忱。rem 4.2. Let C be a local complement of A u D 
in d玩了hen， A ..L C and A uC '" B with axis D. • 

Theorem 4.6. μdditivity Theorem). Let X be algebraic and suppose 
that A 1, A 2, BI' B2etl with A, -- A2, Bl ,.... B2' and Al ..L Bl' Then, A2 ..L B2 
and A\uBt -A2uB2. 

Proof That A2 ..L B2 fo \lows from two applications of the ∞ndition in 
Definitìon 4. 1. Using the additivity lemma (Lemma 3.(0) twice, w母 have

A 1uB1 -A\uB2 - A2uC2. • 

S. THE LOGIC OF AτEST SPACE 

The relation :s; is a preorder on f!, and therefore it induces a partial 
order relation on the quotient space tlj 祭 as in the following definition. 

D拼nition 立 1. If A etl, we define 项A):= {Betll A 空 B} and we refer 
t。我(A) as the proposition affiliated with A. The set IT(X):= 何(A) I A e f!}, 
partially order程d by π(A) 系究(B) iff A :s; B, is called the logic of the test 
space X. If究(A) :s; π(酌， we say that 我(均 implies π(B). We define 
0, 1 eIT(X) by 0 =π(启) and 1 =叫E)， where E s;;;; X is any test. 

If X is understood, we usually write 丑 rather than IT(X). Also, if x eX. 
we usually wri te 戏机) rather than 冗({x }). 

Suppose that A , C, D etl and that both C and D are local comple
ments of A. τnen C ,.... D with axis A, and it follows thatπ(C) = 叫D). This 
observation leads us to our next definition. 

Definition 五2. If A etl, we define the negation 叫A)' of the proposition 
π(A)eIT by π(A)':= 叫C)， where C is any local complement of A in f!. 

Evidently (究(A)')' = π(A)， 0' = 1, and l' = O. Also, by Lemma 3工 if
A. Betl, then 叫A) 二 π(B) 盟胁我(酌'三 (A)气

The heuristics for Definition 5.1 and 5.2 are as follows: If A e f!, then 
a test E s;;;; X is called 怠 test for the proposition π(A) if th母re is an event 
Be叫A) 飞机th B s;;;; E. If B occurs as a consequence of an execution of E, we 
础y that the proposition π(均沁 confirmed， ot加rwise we say that 税局 is

r矿uted. We note thatπ(A) is refuted iffπ(A)' is confirmed. 
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Lemma 5.3‘ The fo l1owing conditions are mutually equivalent: 
(i) X is a consisten t test space. 
(ii) If A , D e l!, then rr:(D) S; rr:(A)， π(A)' 抽冗(D) = O. 

(iii) (日，坛， \0， 1) is an orthocomplemented poset. 

Proof Assume (i) and the hypothesis of (ii). Since 究(D) 豆 π(A)' ， 附

have π(A) 黯 (π(A)')' S; π(D)二 so rr:(D) S;究〈均系树D)二 Let B be a local 
complement for D. Thus，创D) S; π(D)' 盟 π(B)， so that D S; B. But, D .1 B; 
hen饵， D=0 by 仲. To prove that (ii) => (ii斗， note that, if (ii) holds, 
then, for every A e l!, th号 infimumπ(A) ^π(A)' exists in rr and is equal to 
0; hence, by the de Morgan law, the supremum 叫A) vπ(A)' exists and 
eq uals 1. That (iii) 协 (i) is c1ear. • 

If A , Ceð, then, obviously, A .1 C '"'争亢(A) 坛冗(C)'. As an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 4.2, we have the following resul t: 

Lemma 5.4. X is an algebraic test space iff, for A , Ce l!, 
A .1 C .......rr:(A) s;我(衍

As a consequence of Lemma 5.4 and the additivity theorem (Theorem 
4.码， the orthogonal sum, introduced in the next definition, is well defined. 

Definition 豆豆 Let Xbe an algebraic test space and let A , Ce l!. Then , 
汪叫A) 三叫C)二 we define the orthogonaf sum 叫A) EÐ rr:(C) in rr by 
π(A) EÐπ(C) = π(AvC). 

Lemma 五 6. Let X be an algebraic test space and let A , Be l!. Then 
冗(A) s; π(B) iff there exists Ceð with rr:(A) 豆rr:(C)' such thatπ(A)EÐ 
冗(C) = π(B). 

Proof Corollary 4.5 and Definition 5.5. • 

In the following theorer泣， we establish contact betwe岳n algebraic test 
spaces and or出oalg!母校都.才rhe proof of the theorem is a simple matter of 
checking the conditions in Definition 2.lof FGR-I. 

Theorem 王文 If X Îs an algebraic test space, then the logic rr of X 
forms an orthoalgebra with respect to the partially defined binary opera
tion EÐ. 

In Theorem 5.7, it ìs plain that the orthocomplement of a proposition 
in rr coincides with its negation as in Definition 5.2. Furthermore, by 
Lemma 5.6, the partial order on rr induced by the orthogonal sum 
心。incides with the implication r程lation given in Definition 5. 1. 

In Example 2.2, the logic II is isomorphic to the complete orthomod
ular lattice of all c10sed linear subspaces of the Hilbert space Jf{'; in 
Example 2.3, it is isomorphicωthe Boolean algebra of sets formed by the 
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σ-field fF; and in Example 2.4, it is isomorphic to the orthoalgebra L. 
Thus, in particular, every orthoalgebra is isomorphic to the logic of an 
algebraic test space. 

6. COHERENT TEST SPACES 

Let X be an algebraic test space with logic n. In this section, we 
develop conditions guaranteeing that n is an orthomodular poset (OMP) 
or an orthomodular lattice (OML). 

Definition 6.1. Let x , y E X and let M , N s; X. If {x} 上 {y} ， we say that 
x is orthogonal to y and write x .L y. If x i= y and x is not orthogonal to 
y , we wr阳 x l1 y. We define M .L :={XEX I x .L y for all YEM} and 
M .L.L := (M .L).L. If X .L y holds whenever x , y E N with x i= y , then N is said 
to be a pairwise orthogonal set. 

We note that any event is a pairwise orthogonal set. The following 
example shows that the converse is false. 

Example 6.2. Let X:= 忡， b, c, x , y , z} , ff:= {E, F, G} , where E:= 
忡， Z， 的， F:= {b , x, c} , and G:= {c, y , a}. Then (X, ff) is an algebraic test 
space, called the Wright triangle, and N:= 忡， b, c} is a pairwise orthogonal 
subset of X that is not an event. 

Definition 6.3. The test space X is coherent if every pairwise orthogo
nal subset of X that is contained in the union of finitely many tests is an 
event. 

Examples 2.2 and 2.3 are coherent test spaces. The test space in 
Example 2.4 is coherent iff the orthoalgebra L is an OMP. A simple 
inductive argument yields the following result: 

Lemma 6.4. X is coherent iff, for A , C Etff, A s; C .L => A .L C. 

The test space X is both algebraic and coherent iff, for A , CEtff, the 
three conditions π(A) 三 π(B)' ， A .L B, and A s; B .L are mutually equivalen t. 

Theorem 6.5. The logic n of a coherent algebraic test space X is an 
orthomodular poset. Furthermore, if A, BEtff, the following conditions are 
mutually equivalen t: 

( i)π(A) 三 π(B).
(ii) B .L s; A .L. 

(iii) A .L.L s; B .L.L. 

Proof Let A , B, C E tf with A .L B, B .L C, and A .L C. Then, A u 
B s; C牛， and it fo l1ows from Lemma 6.4 that A uBuCEtf. Therefore the 

http:M.L:={XEXlx.Ly
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orthoalgebra n is an OMP by Theorern 2.12 of FGR-I. To prove 
(i) 功 (ii) ， assurne that 坟A) :::;; 1t(B) and that xeB .l.. By coherence, 
B 1. {x} and, hence, A 1. {x} by Theorern 4.2, frorn which it follows that 
xeA .l.. That (ii) -(iii) is c1ear, so it will be enough to prove that 
( ii) 排 (i). Thus, assurne that B牛ç;; A .l.. Let B' 忱 a local cornplement of 
B and note that B' ç;; B牛， so B' ç;; A气 hence B' 1. A by coherence. Th号re
fore, 1t(B)' 五元(A)' ， soπ(A) 豆究(B). • 

Lemma 玩6. Let X be alge braic. Then X is coheren t iff, f or every A e tf , 
the s江prernurn VxeA π机) exists in n and equalsπ(功.

Proof Randall and Foulis (1983, Lernrna 41). • 

D拼nition 6.7. A sqωre in X is an ordered four-tuple 仰， b, c, d) of 
outcornes in X such that a 1. b, b 1. c, c 1. d, d 1. a, a 国 c， and b 母 d. The test 
space X is square-free if it adrnits no squares. 

Lemma 6.8. Let X be a coherent, algebraic, square-free test space, let 
A, Be8, and suppose that the infirnurnπ(A) ^π(B) 也ils to 苦xist in th在
OMP n. Let D:=A .l..l.(飞 B牛牛. Then D is an orthogonal set that is not an 
event. 

Proof First suppose that D is not an orthogonal set. Then there exist 
c, deD with c q d. B在cause deA .l.七 it follows that A 牛ç;; {d俨; hen饵， that 
π(d) :::;; 1t(A). Therefore, by Corollary 4.5, there exists N etf such that 
{d} 1. N and {d} υ N '" A. Thus, by τheorern 6.5, we have ({d}uN) .l..l. 皿
A .l..l.; hence, we can replace A by {d} u N and thus assurne, without loss of 
generality, that dεA. Likewise, replacing B by an equival吉nt eve挝 if

necessary, we can assurne that deB. Thus, deA (飞 B. Let A', B'e8 be local 
complernents of A and B, respectively. If A' were cornpatible with B二 then
时剧'would be ∞rnpatible with 叫B)' in the OMP n (FGR-I); hence，元(A)
would be compatible with 时B) in the OMP n. However, in an OMP, two 
cornpatible elernξnts always have an infirnurn. Since 1t(A) ^ 1t(B) does not 
exist, it follows that A' υ B' cannot be an even t. Sinc窑 X is coherent, it 
follows that there exist e e A' ç;; A七feB' ç;; B .l. such that e'qf B告cause
deA (')B, we have e,J 1. d. Since ceD = A μ (')B .l..l.， we also have e，J丰 c.
Thus，位，J， d, e) is a square, contradicting the hypothesìs and proving that 
D is an orthogonal set. If D were an event, the fact that D = A .l..l. (') B .l..l. 

would imply that 1t(D) = π(A) ^ 1t(B), again contradicting the hypo
thesis. • 

τhe following theorern generalizes the well-known Loop Lernrna for 
orthornodular lattices (Greechie, 1971; Kalrnbach, 1983, p. 43). We use 
"# M to denote the cardinal nurnber of a set M. 
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Theorem 6.9. Let X be a coherent, square-free, algebraic test space. 
Suppose that there exists a nonnegative integer m such that 彩 (E rìF) 系 m

holds for all t部ts E, F ç; X with E 乔 F. τhen n is an orthomodular lattice 
(OML). 

ProoJ. Suppose that n is not an OML. Then there exist A , Be8 such 
that 刘A) ^ 1t(B) fails to exist in 口. By Lemma 6.8, D .=A J..J.. r飞 B J..J.. is an 
orthogonal subset of X 出at is not an event. Suppos在 that C is any 在vent

contained in D. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 6.8, we can replace A 
and B by equivalent events, if necessary, and thus assume without loss of 
generality 出at C ç; A rì B. Let E, F ç; X be tests for A, B, re均告ctively. If 
E=F， 注len A and B ar在 compatib栓， contradicting th母 fact 出at

项A) ^ 1t(B) fails to exist. Therefor号， E ￥é: F, and it folIows from the fact 
that C ç; A rìB ç; E rìF that 券 C1二 m. By coherenc窑， eveIγfinit在 subset of 
D is an event. Hence, no finite subset of D contains more than m elemen怨，
and it fo l1ows that D is 在ni钮， contradicting the fact that D is not an 
event. • 

7. SUPPORTS AND τH主 CANONICAL MAP 

In the context of quasimanuals, supports were origìna l1y ìntroduced ìn 
Fpulis et al. (1983). A support S ç; X may be regarded as the set of alI 
outcomes in X that are possible under a specific set of circumstances. 

D拼nÌlion 7.1. A support for the test space X is a subset S of X that 
enjoys the fo l1owing exchange property: If E, F ç; X are tests, then 
SrìE ç; F 事 S rìF ç; E. 

Note that the empty set and X itself are supports and that a nonempty 
support must have a nonempty intersection with every test. Also, if 
g 笋 S ç; X, then S is a support 町仰，巧 is a test space, where 
Ys :={Er飞 S I Ee .9"}. [τhe exchange property enforces the irredundancy 
conditíon for (S, Ys).] In thís way, each nonempty support S can be 
regarded as a test space in its own right. 

D吃{ìnition 7.2. We denote by ff1 the set of al\ ωpports S ç; X. 

Clearly, the set.theoretic union of supports is again a support; hence, 
partially ordered by ç;, ff1 forms a compl岳飞哇 lattice. W母 refer to f/ as the 
support lattice of th苦 test space X. 

Lemma 7.3. Let A , Be8 wÎth A "'" B, Jet Sef/, and suppose that 
E, F ç; X are tests for A, B, respectively. Then, S rì E ç; A φ Sr飞 F ç; B.

ProoJ. Let C be a common locaJ compJement for A and B and assume 
that S (飞 E ç; A. Since E and A v C are tests for A and S rìE ç; A ç; A v C, 
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we have S (ì (A u C) ç; E by the exchange property. Therefore, 
S (ì (A u C) ç; S (ì E ç; A and, since A (ì C =的， it follows that S (ì C 黯白;
hence, S (飞 (BuC) 需 S (ì B ç; B ç; F. But (B u C) and F are tests for B, so 
S (ì F ç; B u C follows from another application of the exchange property. 
Because S r飞 C= 窍， we conclude that S (飞 F ç; B. 噩

Theorem 飞4. Let A , BεS with A ~ B, 1在t S e 9', and suppose that 
E, F ~ X are t部极 for A, B, respectively. Then, S (飞 E ç; A =争 S(飞 F ç; B.

Proof. In vi母w of Lemma 7.3, it is sufficient to prove the theorem for 
the special case in which A ç; B. If A ç; B, E is a test for A , and F is a test 
for B, then both E and F are tests for A; hence, by Lemma 7.3, 
S (ì E ç; A ::::;>0 S (ì F ç; A ç; B. • 

D拼nition 文立 If A eS, we define 阴阳 U {Se9' I S (ì E ç; A} , where 
E is any test for A. 

As a cons母qu岳阳窜。f Lemma 7.3, [A] is independent of the choice of 
出e test E for A 础d， bec豁然 the union of supports is a s法pport， [A] e 9'. 
Thξmap [ . ]: S -+ 9' defined by A t-+ [A] is cal1ed th母 canonical map, and a 
support havi鸣 th在 form [A] for some A e8 is called a principal support. We 
note that, if E is a test for A , then [A] (ì E ç; A. 

Theorem 咒 6. The principal supports are meet唰dense in the complete 
lattice 9'; that is, every support is the infimum of the principal supports 
that contain it. 

Proof. Foulis et al. (1 983 , Lemma 38). • 

Theorem 丈丈 If A , Be8 with A ~ B, then [A] ç; [B]. 

Proof. Theorem 7.4. • 

If A , Be8 with A 辈辈 B， then [A] = [B] by Theor将m 7.7. Therefore we 
can "lift" the map [.]: 8 叶9' to a ~ap [.]:口叫民 also called the 
canonical map, by defining [lI:(A)] = [A] for all A e8. Thus, [ . ]:口叶9' is an 
isotone map of the poset IT onto a meet-dense subset of the complete lattice 
9'. 

Motivated by Definition 8.5 in FGR-I, we make the following defini-
t lOn: 

D拼nüÎon 7.8. If x e X, we define [x] = [{ x}], and we say that x is 
modal if [x] 于是 ø. If every xeX is modal , we say that the 怡然 space X is 
modal. 

The test spaces in Examples 2.2-2.4 are modal. The following example 
shows 出at not every test 在pace is modal. 
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Example 立织 Let X，= 抖， b， c, x , y , Z，叶， let :1" ,= {E, F, G, H} , where 
E，= 忡.， X， 叶 ， F:= 扣， y， 肘， G 瑞 {v， Z, c} , and H.= 怡， b, c}. Then (X,:1") is 
an algebraic test space, but v is nor a modal element of X. This t吉st space 
is called the wedge. 

Lemma 7.10. (i) XEX is a modal i资 XE[X].
(ii) X is modal iff A ç;;; [A] for every A ε8. 

Proof (i) Suppose that 闵笋 o and let E be a test for {斗. Then 
g 养 [X] (飞 E ç;;; {x} , and so X ε [x]. (ii) lf A ç;;; [A] for every event A, then 
XE[X] for every X εX. Converse衫， suppose that XE[X] holds for all XEX 
and let A E8. The民 for X E A, we have {x} :s;; A , and it follows from 
Theorem 7.7 that XE[X] ç;;; [A]. 黯

8. SUPPORTS IN X AND IN ß 

ln this section we discuss the connection between supports in an 
alg在braic test space X and supports in the orthoalgebra n (FGR.I , 
Definition 7.1). Note that to say that S + ç;;; n is a support in n means that 
whenever A, B E8 with A J.. 1罢， π(A UB)ES+ iff 冗(A) εS+ or rr.(B)ES+. In 
particular, if S+ isa support in 日， then it is an ord母r filter in n. W在 omit
the straightforward proof of the following lemma. 

Lemma 8.1. Let A, BE8 with A :s;; B. Then, for all SE!I': 
价 S(峭1A=0 骨 S ç;;; [rr.(A)']. 
(ii) S í飞B=0 排 Sr飞4= 豆~.

D笔finítion 8.之 If S E!I', we define Sn ç;;; n by 

Sn:={试A) IAE8 and SnA 笋 0}

Lemma 8. 1. guarantees that the condition S n A 手t:. 0 in Definìtion 8.2 
is ìndependent of the choice of the representative A of the proposition 
叫A)En. . 

Theorem 8.3. lf X is algebraic and Sε!I'， thenSn ìs a support in the 
orthoalgebra n and S = {x E X I 叫X)ESn}'

Furthermor毡， if S, TE ‘9气 then S ç;;; T 伽 Sn Ç;;; Tn. 

Proof Let A, CE8 wìth A J.. C. We have to prove th挝冗(A υ C)=
布(A) EÐ 货(C) eSn iff at least one of the propositionsπ(A) orπ(C) 忱longs to 
Sn. But this translates into the obvious condition that S n (A u C) 养 0i町
SnA 笋 o or SnC 笋 0. Also, 

S={xeXISn{x} 笋窍}且 {xeXI 州对 eSn}.

That S ç;;; T 骨 Sn ç;;; T n is obvious. 黯
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Example 8.4. If X is a nonempty set and :T ,= {X} , then (X,:T) is an 
algebraic，∞herent， square崎free t在st space, 4 = 9' is the set of all subsets of 
X, [A] = A for all A e4, and the map 纯:4 → II. given by A I叶剑均比 an
isomorphism of the Boolean al萨bra 4 onto II. We refer to (X, {X}) as 
a classical test spa，∞. Suppose that X is an infinìte set and define 
s拿回作(A) I A is an in在nite subset of 巧， noting that S. is a support in II. 
Clearly, there is no support S s;;;; X for which S. 踹 Sn 剥

As Example 8.4 shows, the order monomorphism S 1-+ Sn from test
space supports S s;;;; X to orthoalgebra supports Sn s;;;; II is not necessarily 
surjective. However, we do have the following res础:

Theorem 8.矗立 Let X be an algebraic test space in which every test is a 
finìte set. Then, the map S忡 Sn is an isomorphism of the lattice 9' onto 
the lattice 9' n of all supports in the orthoalgebra II. 

ProoJ. Let S +ε9' n . Since every test is 加ite， it foIlows that every 
event A eS is finite; hence, by induction on the numb在r of 在lements of 
A, π(A)eS+ iff there 垂直ists aeA such that π(a) eS+. Let S 皿

{xeXI π(x)eS+}. We claim that Se9'. Indeed, let E. F s;;;; X be 始sts s出h
that S rìE s;;;; F. Let xeS (飞 F and suppose that x誉丘 Note that F飞E is 
perspective to E \ F with axis E rì F. Therefore，冗(x) 二 π(F\E)= 冗(E\F)
and, sinc牵线(x)eS+ ， it foIlows that 究(E\F) εS今; hence, th在re exists y e E\F 
such that 究(y)eS+. But then, yeS rì(E\ F), contradicting S (飞 E s;;;; F， and 
proving that Sε只 Evid悲剧Iy， S+=SI罚， showing that S 1-+ Sn maps 9' 
onto 9'n. • 

9. LOGICAL CLASSIFICATION OF SUPPORTS 

We regard a support Se9' as the set of aIl outωmes that are possible 
when tested under a particular set of circumstances. Specifically, ifE is a 
怡然， then S (飞 E is the set of outcomes in E that can be secured and E \S is 
the set of outcomes in E that are impossible if the test E is executed under 
the given circumstances. Thus, we can introduce notions corresponding to 
the classical Aristotelian modalities. 

D拼:nition 9.1. Let S e 9', A eS, and let E be a test for A. 
(i) If S rì E s;;;; A, we say that A is S-necessary. 
。i) If S (飞 A 笋窍， we say that A is S气possible.
(iii) If S (飞A 辑白， we say that A is S翩impossible.

(iv) If A is S-possible but not S-necessary, we say that A is S幡contin

gent. 

Notice 出at parts (ii)-(iv) of Definition 9.1 are unavoidable conse
q出nces of part (i) and our intuitive notions of these modalities. 
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The next result, which is a direct consequence of Definitìon 7.5, shows 
that [A] ìs the largest support for which the event A is n出essary.

Lemma 9.2. Let Se!l', A eG. Then A is S心ecessaηiff S s;;; [A]. 

D侨'nition 9.3. Let Sε旦
(i) S is prin吉e ìff whenever A and C are S -possible events, there exists 

and S币。ssible event D with D :S;; A, C. 
(ii) S is dispersion-free iff there are no S-contingent events. 

伞 (iii) S is minimal iff (i) S 笋 o and (ii) Te!l' with 0 养 T s;;; S 暗 T::: S. 

Suppose that L is an orthomodular lattice and X = L \{O} is organized 
into a t牵st space as in 瓷xample 2.4. If 1 is a proper ideal in L, then S.= L\I 
is a nonempty support for the test space X. Furthenno窍， 1 is a prime id在al
in the conventional sense that 硝A) ^ 1t(B)el 呻刮A)elor π(B) el iff S is 
a prime support, 1 皿 φ- 气。) for a lattice homomorphismφfrom L onto the 
two-element Bool锦n algebra {O, I} iff S is dispersion-f柿， andlisa
maximal proper ideal iff S ís minimal. For a Boolean algebra L , these three 
conditions turn out to be equívalent. More generally, we have the following 
resu1t: 

Lemma 9，ιSuppose X is consistent, let 0 笋 Se!l'， and consider the 
conditions; (i) S is prime, (ii) S is dispersion-free and (iii) S is minimal. Then 
o 埠 (ii) 挣(iii).

Proof. (i) 毒 (ii): Suppose that S is prime and let A be an event that 
is S-possible. We have to prov怠 that A is S-necessary. Let C be a local 
complement of A. It is enough to prove that C is S懈impossible. However, 
if C were S-possìbl击， then there would exist an S-p倒sible event D with 
D :S;; A, C and since X isωnsistent， it would follow 出atD = 0，∞硝radict
ing Dr飞S 笋归.

。i) 串 (iii): Suppose that S is dispersion幡free and let Te !l' with 
g 笋 T s;;; S. Let xeS. Then {对 is S-possible, so {x} is S-nece则吼 and
therefor在 T s;;; S s;;; [{x}]; hence, xeT. • 

ln general neither of the implications in Lemma 9.4 can be reversed. For 
instance, let X be the unit sphere in a three-dimensional Hilbert space and 
organize X into a test space as in Example 2.2. Choose φeX and let 
S.= 悻 eXI 忡，非〉笋的. By Cohen and Svetlichny (1钝η， S is a m.inimal 
support in X, but X admits no dispersion-free supports. An example of a 
dispersioμ'ree support that is not prime is 部 follows: Let X.:;; {a, b, c, d} 
and organize X into a test space by taking E 1::: 怡，的 andF明 {c， 的 as the 
only tesω. Then S.= 抖， c} is a dispersior叫ree support that is not prime. 

A particularly interesting and important class of supports are those 
singled out by the following definition. 
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Defini炕i必tωi必o俯n 9.5. A s印up悴por汉t Seι电9铲P i总ss辑ai挝d tωob忱e Jm阳lch … Pi，衍r俨咖徽

A , Be8 are both Sι帽ne始e臼ss媳ar巧y， there is a Ce8 such that C is S心ecessary

a宫ld C :f'. A , B. 

Let Wb念 a von N悲umann density opξrator on the Hílbert spac在Jt' of 
Example 2.2. Then the set S.=持 eXI wi非养。} is a lauch…Piron support 
in X. However, in this 悲xample， there are infinitely many non-lauch…Piron 
supports. In Example 2.3, every support ín X is lauch… Piron. In Example 
2.4, if L is a Bool锦n algebra, then eve咛 support in X is lauch-Piron; 
otherwi妃， in general, this is not so. In a forthcoming paper, we shaU give 
a detailed exposition of the theoηof lauch… Piron supports and its 
connection with lauch-Piron probability measures on orthoalgebras. 
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